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ASG website: www.africastudygroup.ca 

Twitter: @AfricStudyGroup 

 

The Africa Study Group Presents : 

« Sacrificing Democracy for Security ?  The Dangers of Securitizing Development in 

Africa » 

 
DATE: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 

TIME: 18 :30-20 :30 

LOCATION: St. Paul’s University, Guigues Hall, 223 Main Street, Room 103 

In attendance : 30 

 

Chair:  Louise Ouimet 

 

1.  Welcome to Professor Abrahamsen and to the new members of the Africa 

Study Group 

 

2.  She noted the recent passing of a long time member of the ASG, Mr. Paul 

Dole and the illness of a former chair, Mr. Tony Halliday. 

 

3.  She reminded the group of the next event organized by the Centre for 

International Policy Studies at the University of Ottawa on Friday, November 

27.  The discussion by of “A New Peace in South Sudan?  Ground-Level 

Realities and Options for Canada” and included in the panel will be Hustin 

Laku and Louise Ouimet. 

 

 

1)  Guest speaker Professor Rita Abrahamsen:  

 

Rita Abrahamsen is Professor in the Graduate School of Public and International 

Affairs.  Her research interests are in African politics, security and development, 

security privatization and postcolonial theory.  She is the author (with M.C. 

Williams) of Security Beyond the State:  Private Security in International Politics 

(Cambridge University Press, 2011) and Disciplining Democracy:  Development 

Discourse and the Good Governance Agenda in Africa (Zed Books, 2000).  She 

recently returned from a trip to Africa to attend a meeting of the African Union’s 

Special Envoys.   
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Professor Abrahamsen situated her discussion in the post-Paris period of increasing 

fears of terrorism worldwide.  She explained her focus on the dangers of prioritizing 

security over democracy and posited her thesis that the increasing security actions 

are undermining democracy in Africa and furthermore are counterproductive for 

long term security on the continent. 

 

She explained a trend that she called the “Aid Authoritarian Nexus” wherein a 

limited number of African recipient countries are receiving increasing amounts of 

ODA and other aid flows.  Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya and Uganda are amongst the 

highest Africa aid recipients and Rwanda is not far behind.  She believes that the 

donor community is prioritizing these countries because they are important to the 

donors and to the rest of Africa on security issues.  Hence development in Africa 

aligns with security national interest in the eyes of the donor countries.  While 

recognizing the importance of security on the continent, she argued that democracy 

and security are “uneasy bedfellows”. 

 

She outlined three ways that security is undermining democracy in Africa. 

 

a) Development assistance is becoming more and more driven by the donors’ 

security interests so that aid is re-directed to strategic allies in the war on 

terror (ex. Ethiopia, Uganda, Kenya and Rwanda).  

b) Degree of assistance bolsters the security sectors within the African states 

leading to a “militarization of society.” She drew on the example of Burkina 

Faso where the recent coup was done by the “praetorian guard” who had 

been highly trained by the West. 

c) The dominant narrative on the threat of terrorism gives space to African 

leaders to take actions that limit democracy (what the Carnegie 

Endowment’s recent publication calls “closing down space”).   Examples of 

these actions include banning of NGOs, criminalizing legitimate opposition 

organizations and attaching journalists.   

 

Abrahamsen concluded that this threat to democracy is most extreme in Africa and 

that, increasingly, anti-terrorism actions by the West are undercutting democracy 

on the continent.  What she foresees is closer relations between the politicians and 

military in many Africa states which impacts negatively on civil society.  She did not 

argue that security is a not an issue in Africa, however she pointed out that the 

donor countries need to consider the manner of their training and bolstering of 

African militaries.  Specifically counter-terrorism training should be undertaken 

with sensitivity to the rest of society.  Otherwise, this “aid” might be producing more 

terrorism in the future, using the example of Boko Haram in Nigeria and Al Shabaab 

in Somalia and the Horn of Africa.   

 

 

2) Question and Discussion Period 
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There were a series of questions about the relationship between security and 

development, sequence, priority as well as the importance of peace and 

development.  It was noted that, for donors, it is easier to support security than 

democratic development.   

 

It is important to understand the difference between a slogan (such as we need 

strong leaders like Kagame) and what is actually being put in place, which has an 

immediate social impact and a long term impact against real democracy.   

 

Although there is great diversity in the 54 countries in Africa, there is a clear trend 

to support a few key countries that provide troops for the AU and regional trouble 

spots and are solid allies in the efforts to contain terrorism.   

 

Do African countries really need armies, as these are part of the post-colonial 

structures and really were meant to repel invasions from other countries, which is a 

rarity? 

 

Whether or not they are needed, they are now part of the new African state and few 

leaders would be willing to dismantle their militaries. 

 

The role of the African Union in the arena of peace and security was discussed.  One 

participant stated strongly that it was just a “club of dictators” who meet to sort out 

their problems and return to repress their citizens. 

 

This perspective was rebutted as indicating that the bad reputation of the OAU has 

affected the vision of the newly launched AU which is struggling with lots of 

problems but has made major strides, for example the presence of AU peace keepers 

in many part of the continent.  The peace and security bureaucrats, envoys and 

diplomats are committed and capable; the politicians are more of mixed bag. 

 

 

3) Conclusion 

 

The period ahead is crucial for African states and the donor countries must be 

mindful of what they are creating through their support for the security sectors in 

Africa.  Despite the somewhat negative view, many of the modern indicators (such 

as the Afrobrometer) indicate that the citizens of Africa want democracy and their 

struggles will continue.   

 

 


